Inverted Indexes and Searching

Building an Inverted Index

We start off with a collection of documents. These have already been tokenized into words for us.

Next, we apply linguistic preprocessing in order to remove variations that are of no interest to retrieval. We already talked about more sophisticated methods when we talked about stemming.

Now we build a dictionary: a sorted list of unique tokens, together with a way of mapping tokens to integers.

Given the dictionary, we now add each document to the set of postings for each of the terms contained in the document.

The inverted index is the sorted list of postings for each token in the dictionary.

(Of course, in practice, we wouldn't use the set data structure and then create the list out of it, we'd likely use the inverted
Compression

Inverted indexes can be compressed greatly by taking advantage of their statistics.

For example, by default, the set of document indexes just forms a fairly uniform distribution over the range of term indexes.
But if the document ids have been assigned randomly, their deltas are Poisson distributed, and we get a distribution that compresses much better than the uniform distribution.
There are other forms of compression that we can use. For example, the dictionary terms (as strings) are sorted and can be represented in a Trie, analogous to prefix compression in B-trees.

Tricks like these are important for improving the practical performance of information retrieval systems.

However, often, you may be better off using a general purpose solution instead of a special purpose solution. E.g., the problem of representing lists of integers compactly has (implicitly) found attention in other areas of computer science, and you may be able to just reuse those results.

**Matrix View**
In terms of this inverted index, we can now express queries as intersections and unions of sorted lists of postings.

```python
In [135]:

def intersect_postings(u,v):
    # u and v must be sorted
    result = []
    while u!=[] and v!=[]:
        if u[0]==v[0]:
            result.append(u[0])
            u = u[1:]
            v = v[1:]
        elif u[0]<v[0]:
            u = u[1:]
        else:
            v = v[1:]
    return result

In [59]:
intersect_postings(invindex[wids["find"]],invindex[wids["county"]])

Out[59]: [0, 5, 8, 20, 21, 25, 43, 45, 47, 51, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 71, 85]
```

Note that in Python, we could just have intersected the sets directly.
Think about how the efficiency of the built-in Python type compares to the inverted index. What is happening internally?

**Building Very Large Indexes**

The above method of constructing the inverted index puts everything into memory. Often, that doesn't work very well because there are many more documents than would fit into memory.

You could write special purpose code to deal with this case, but it turns out that building inverted indexes can already be handled efficiently with existing tools, requiring only sequential processing.

```
In [66]: brown.abspath("ca01")
```

```
Out[66]: FileSystemPathPointer('/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/brown/ca01')
```

We use `grep` for the tokenization (we could also perform linguistic preprocessing on these tokens). That generates a list of files and corresponding tokens. This is a purely sequential process (very little memory).

```
In [88]: egrep -o '[a-zA-Z]+' /home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/* > occurrences

/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:PRESIDENT
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:HARRY
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:S
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:TRUMAN
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:S
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:ADDRESS
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:BEFORE
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:A
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:JOINT
/home/tmb/nltk_data/corpora/state_union/1945-Truman.txt:SESSION
```

Next, we sort on the document name and then assign document ids. The sorting process is potentially expensive and may use a lot of memory, but this is handled efficiently by the merge sort algorithm inside `sort`.

We also use the `-u` (unique) argument because we are only interested in a single correspondence per document.

We assign document ids by watching when the document name changes in the sorted list.
The sort program lets us sort on arbitrary keys, so we now sort on the token as keys.

```bash
!sort -u occurrences | awk 'BEGIN{FS=""};{if($1!=last){did++;last=$1};print did,$2}'
!head did-token
```

1 A
1 ADDRESS
1 Admiral
1 Aggressors
1 All
1 Allies
1 Almighty
1 America
1 American
1 Americans

Finally, we repeat the process of assigning ids to tokens sequentially, and we also invert the order. This now gives us a representation of the inverted index that we can read in directly.

```bash
!sort -k 2,2 -k 1 ln did-token > bytoken
!head bytoken
```

1 A
2 A
3 A
4 A
5 A
6 A
8 A
9 A
10 A
11 A

We can now read in the inverted index very easily (but, of course, if the whole inverted index fit into memory, we could have just built it directly).

```bash
!awk '{if($2!=last){wid++;last=$2};print wid,$1}' bytoken > invindex
!head invindex
```

1 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 8
1 9
1 10
1 11

```python
invindex = [[] for i in range(20000)]
for l in open("invindex").readlines():
    wid,tid = [int(s) for s in l.split()]
    invindex[wid].append(tid)
```
Of course, we would have to keep track of the string-to-id assignments (these can just be logged to a file).

Again, what makes this work efficiently is the fact that we have reduced all the operations to...

- sequential operations that use constant memory (grep, id assignment)
- text file sorting, which uses highly optimized algorithms for disk/memory sorting

If you're building large inverted indexes for research purposes, this is a good way of doing it. It is similar in spirit to MapReduce (and can be run distributed by using distributed sorting etc.).

Note that you don't get a dynamic index: if you have to insert a large number of new documents, you need to restart the process.